
CASE STUDY
At 12.10, the patrol of the Seneghe

Forest Station requested the take-off

of Eli Fenosu due to a start of fire in

the “Tidos” area, countryside of the

Municipality of S. Lussurgiu (fig. 1).

The Oristano Forest Service

helicopter took off at 12.13 and and

arrived on the scene of the fire at

12.30. At 12.20 the G.A.U.F. Group

also left Fenosu. The fire was not easy

to manage due to the large

availability of fuel and because it was

driven by a north-east wind that kept

the column of smoke on the ground.

A member of the forest service

helicopter unit positioned himself on

the right flank of the fire and then

reached the most advanced front on

foot. The right flank of the fire

approached the provincial road

connecting Santu Lussurgiu with

Macomer, threatening an unburned

area of Montiferru. The G.A.U.F.

arrived on the spot, began to work on

the head of the fire. Remaining

constantly in radio contact with the

D.O.S. (Incident Commander), the

GAUF intervened by successfully

carrying out a back-fire near a farm.

Afterwards two firefighters moved

together with the G.AU.F. team to the

most advanced area of the fire, where

fortunately the flames were

extinguished just before reaching

another farm. Meanwhile a restart on

the left flank of the fire threatened a

new run of fire. A second line of back

fire was then carried out by GAUF,

securing the area and an important

part of the fire perimeter.

Discussion and analysis
During the phase when the fire was

under control (mop up operations), the

right flank of the fire, near the wood,

was the most critical and dangerous

area (fig. 2). The GAUF, in agreement

with DOS, decided then to move us and

operate in that sector, around 17.00

pm. Before safely positioning the

equimpmenst for extinguishing the

residual flames and for the mop-up

operations, the supervisor requested the

DOS to carry out at least 4 water drops

with the Canadair in this sector.

The aircraft started to make its drops

following the SE-NE direction, with

subsequent targets moved forward, in

order to allow the ground teams to

operate safely after the Canadair drop

(Fig. 2).

The fire truck driver, who was operating

in that section of the fire along with

GAUF, then placed the vehicle with his

flashing lights on, ready for an escape

route. Subsequently, the crew began

rolling out the hoses and began the

mop-up operation in their assigned

sector

At about 17.30 p.m. one of the

Canadairs repeated a low launch, also

considering the lack of smoke at that

time, starting right where the forest

service fire trunck was positioned. The

water load from the Canadair detached

a large branch of an holm oak tree,

which in its trajectory hit the driver,

causing him to fall to the ground (fig.

3).

The rumble of the approaching

Canadair was not heard by the team

operating at the time, and there was no

radio communication warning of the

anticipated launch by the Canadair.

The rest of the staff of the fire truck

team, immediately noticed the accident

and saw the seriousness of the situation

of their colleague, hit on the back by the

large branch, called 118 giving the

information to the rescue team:

Fortunately, after exactly 5 months of

injury, the forester returned to service.

Lesson Learned

The staff followed the safety rules

(LACES) but some considerations

need to be made to improve the safety

of those who work on forest fires.

1) Radio communications and radio

contact with all operators is critical

to safety;

2) For those working near the fire

truck, radio listening may be

difficult and even the approach of

an aircraft may not be heard;

3) Poor visibility of personnel working

on the ground may be obscured by

tall, dense vegetation, resulting in a

potential hazard;

4) The low-altitude drop performed

almost autonomously by the

Canadair, probably encouraged by

improved visibility in that section,

however, seriously endangered the

safety of the personnel on the

ground;

Work objective
Firefighters involved in wildland fire

activities should not be exposed to high-

risk level. The most common hazards

faced on the fire line include

entrapments with burnovers (which in

severe cases can lead to death),

inhalation of smoke and dust, vehicle-

related injuries (including aircraft),

slips, trips and falls, and more. In

addition, due to intense and prolonged

physical exertion on the fire line, there

is also an increased probability of death

from sudden cardiac causes.

The investigation of the causes and

dynamics of these accidents is

fundamental because it allows

providing indications and adopting

more appropriate safety measures to

avoid or at least reduce the risk. In

order to avoid or mitigate some of these

risks, in addition to the personal

protective equipment (PPE) provided to

all staff and mandatory, the Sardinia

Forest Service adopts safety protocols

such as LACES, acronym for Look-out,

Awareness, Comunications, Escape

route and Safety zone.

With this work, we intend to analyze

one of these accidents, which occurred

to a firefighter of the Sardinia Forest

Service, who was injured during a

wildfire in the territory of Santu

Lussurgiu (Oristano), on October 14,

2021.

The accident was caused by the

breaking of a large tree branch, which

fell after a Canadair dropped water. The

reconstruction of the phases of this

accident can provide useful warnings

and indications to avoid future potential

dangerous situations that could be fatal

for firefighters.
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Fig 2. Burned area and accident site where the fire truck and its personnel were reached by the drop water from 

the canadair
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Figure 3. Forest service colleague lying on the ground waiting for rescue 
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Fig 1. Fire Perimeter and ìncident site
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